



    
    

    



    
      
	        
                Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH - Your wholesale company for event technology. We only sell to commercial customers. All prices without tax.
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					Compact and flexible outdoor floodlight

					Eurolite IP Multiflood in three new versions

				

				
					View now
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					More Atmos

					Pixel effect, blinder and colorful ambience lighting: Eurolite IP Atmo series

				

				
					Take a look
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					Update with new features

					There’s an update available for Light Captain, our app for light control. Take a look at the new features!

				

				
					Learn more
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OMNITRONIC WAMS-12BT2 Wireless PA System
Mobile 12" PA system with battery operation, audio player, Bluetooth and 2 wireless microphones

product incoming


479,00 €


add to cart
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EUROLITE Set 4x Multiflood IP 8x10W RGBW Wash + Case


Stock for approx. 4 wk(s)


2.149,00 €


add to cart
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ROADINGER Flightcase EC-B252 4x LED BAR-252 RGB
Carrying case

Stock for approx. 12 wk(s)


199,00 €


add to cart
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EUROLITE LED KLS Laser Bar FX Light Set wh
Bar with 2 derbies, 2 spots, white strobe LEDs, laser (RG, 2M), foot switch

Stock for approx. 12 wk(s)

449,00 €
377,31 €


add to cart
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						[image: Kabelkonfigurator]
						
							Cable Configurator

							Find your cable
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							OMNITRONIC MOLLY

							For installation and mobile use
								

							

						

					
                

            

			
				
					
						[image: Light Captain App]
						
							Control light via app

							Discover Light Captain now
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							MOVE - The Showtechnic Magazine

							Take a look at the web version
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							PSSO MIMO

							Small size, big sound
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							EYE-740 MK2 from Futurelight

							Great performance in a small format
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                Your wholesaler for event technology

            

			Steinigke Showtechnic is one of the largest manufacturers and wholesalers of event technology in Europe. Light, sound and decoration products from Waldbüttelbrunn can be found on stages, in clubs and theatres all over the world.
			


			Our range covers the entire spectrum of event technology: from static spotlights to moving heads to effect lighting; from microphones to headphones to loudspeakers of any size. Do you need additional effects like fog or confetti? Contact us; our experts will recommend the right product for you. Of course, we are also the right partner when it comes to truss and accessories.
			


			As a full-range supplier, we offer you everything you need on a stage or in the studio: from instruments, CD players, mixing consoles, decoration, cases, cable bridges, adapters to theatre hooks - you will find what you are looking for.
			

			Besides our own brands OMNITRONIC, EUROLITE, FUTURELIGHT, ALUTRUSS, EUROPALMS, PSSO, OMNILUX, ROADINGER and DIMAVERY, we also offer products from other well-known manufacturers. You can choose from thousands of products in all price ranges: From inexpensive entry-level devices to professional equipment.
			


			As a family business, Steinigke Showtechnic sets great store by working in partnership with its customers, suppliers and employees. That is why comprehensive advice is just as important to us as a friendly and reliable service. As a customer, you always have a personal contact person with us who is at your disposal with open ears. 
			


			Among our customers are dealers and rental companies of event technology, theatres, cities, and communities, but also clubs, mobile DJs, and solo entertainers. Would you also like to benefit from our wholesale conditions? Contact us - we look forward to working with you!
            

		

		
			
				
					Show more

					
						
							
								Professional event technology is an innovative sector that constantly demands new techniques and technologies. At the same time, event technicians, DJs and rental companies, for example, are turning to their craftsmanship to deal with constantly new and changing situations in the planning or execution of an event. What is needed for this? A good portion of heart and soul, because not every job is the same as the one before. As a dealer for event technology, we at Steinigke Showtechnic have been sharing this passion for the conception, construction and execution of the next concert or outdoor stage for over 40 years. As a wholesaler we offer you in our assortment everything the industry needs from one source. Divided into different categories, you will find everything you need for your next event in our store.

							

							
								
									Audio (sound technology)

									With these you will hit the right note for every event, for every location, at every festival: Speaker systems, microphone, amplifiers, headphones, audio mixers as well as the matching accessories for audio technology from our brands OMNITRONIC and PSSO as well as other well-known manufacturers can be found in our store under "Audio". In addition, we offer a wide range of mobile speakers, DJ equipment, turntables and mixers – everything for the optimal sound and the perfect sound reinforcement!

								

								
									Lighting technology

									Static spotlights, moving lights and other lighting equipment: To equip an event with the perfect light, you are guaranteed to find what you are looking for in our online store. Likewise, you can purchase illuminants, lamps as well as LED light effects for an optimal lighting as well as illumination of your stand at a trade fair or your next events directly from the wholesaler.

								

								
									Hardware

									Trusses, stage elements and stands are indispensable for stage construction at concerts, theater performances or trade fair construction. This equipment as well as other hardware from our assortment provides event technology, especially in the scope of stage technology, with the foundation for the design of a successful stage or exhibition stand.


									In addition, the following applies: With the trusses of our brand ALUTRUSS you ensure a safe, professional and successful appearance. With the appropriate accessories from our online store, speakers or spotlights can be easily and uncomplicatedly mounted on it, for example for a live event. After all, the different areas of event technology go hand in hand.

								

								
									Decoration

									Although we are at home in event technology, we are not only concerned with the right sound or the perfect lighting technology. As a wholesaler, we are also at your side when it comes to "decoration". We support you in the creative design of your event location, a wellness area or the reception area of your hotel or theater. In addition to artificial plants and trees, we are happy to supply you with decorative lights, mirror balls and various seasonal items. Using our decoration articles you will make every party the absolute highlight of the season.

								

								
									Musical instruments

									Even ambitious beginners in the world of music will get their money's worth in our store. Our brand DIMAVERY stands for good instruments with impressive sound at an appealing price. In addition to percussion instruments, guitars and basses, we also have various string instruments and wind instruments in our range. You are looking for a suitable gig bag for your guitar or a bow for your cello? In our assortment we also have these accessories for you.

								

								
									Accessories

									In addition to a good portion of creativity, a lot of flexibility in the event technology is necessary to stage an event on time visually and acoustically perfect. To make this possible, we have the appropriate accessories for you in our assortment. Because without the appropriate accessories, depending on the local conditions, sound, light as well as decorations cannot unfold their full effect on the audience. Sometimes it depends on small things to connect a music system, to play a video or to set up a sound system. Of course, as a wholesaler, we are at your side in a spirit of partnership. We offer you professional and competent advice in all areas of event technology. Please contact us!
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Our sales brands


  








Opening hours:
Closed
Mo.-Th. 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Fr. 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Collection:
Mo.-Th. 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Fr. 9:00 am - 3:00 pm

Contact:

+49 931 4061 600

info@steinigke.de

Address:
Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH
Andreas-Bauer-Str. 5
D-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn

Memberships:
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	career
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	payment
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	imprint



Apps






Methods of payment:
Pay in advance

Hire purchase


Sofortüberweisung




Logistics partners:









Advertising material:
Download main catalogues



Social media:









        
        


    
                                
            Cookies and tracking

            
                
                    In order to ensure the proper functioning of our website (e.g. navigation, shopping cart, customer account) we use so-called cookies.
					In addition, we use cookies, pixels and comparable technologies to adapt our website to preferred behaviour, to obtain information about the type of use of our website for optimisation purposes and to be able to display personalised advertising. 
					For advertising purposes, this data may also be passed on to third parties, such as search engine providers, social networks or advertising agencies. 
                

                
                    Further information on this can be found in our  
                    data protection declaration
                    under the sub-item Cookies.
                

                
                    Below you can give your consent by clicking the "Allow cookies" button or restrict the use of cookies and tracking by clicking the "Allow selection" button.
                

            

            
                
                    
                        Necessary

                    
                        


                    

                    
                        These are cookies that are necessary for the basic functions of our website (e.g. navigation, shopping cart, customer account). For this reason, these cannot be eliminated. 
                    

                

                
                    
                        Analysis and statistics

                    
                        


                    

                    
                        These cookies enable our website to adapt to preferred behaviour (e.g. language settings).
							This allows us to collect information about the way in which our website is used, which helps us to further optimise our website for you.
							Please refer to our data protection declaration for details on processing and transmission to third parties.
                    

                

                
                    
                        Chat function

                    
                        


                    

                    
                       We use Userlike messaging software. This allows you to communicate with us via chat function. Userlike therefor needs to store cookies on your device. Your data is secure and will not be used to identify you personally.


If you don't want this, please contact us in a different way.



Further information on this can be found in our data protection declaration or at the  data protection declaration of userlike.
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